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A B S T R A C T

Highly permeable and cost-affordable membranes are highly desired in separation processes. Herein, such
membranes are produced by designing gradient phenolics inside the macropores of polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) substrates. Solutions consisting of resol, poly(ethylene oxide)/poly(propylene oxide) copolymer and
ZnCl2 are infiltrated into the macropores of PVDF. Phenolic nanoparticles and nanopores with increasing sizes
are formed across the membrane thickness after fast solvent evaporation, ZnCl2-facilitated resol polymerization
and acid soaking. The prepared gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes exhibit a permeance up to 1315 L/(m2

h bar), which is several times higher than that of other membranes with similar rejections to bovine serum
albumin (91%) and lysozyme (71%). Moreover, the membranes are robust enough to withstand a pressure of at
least 12.0 bar due to the interlaced structures of phenolics and PVDF. We demonstrate that thus-produced
membranes can efficiently separate and concentrate gold nanoparticles with sizes down to 5 nm. This work
suggests a new strategy for rational design of gradient porosities in macroporous substrates to produce robust
membranes with high permeances and tight rejections.

1. Introduction

Membrane technologies are receiving significant attention in se-
paration processes due to their low energy consumption and excellent
separation efficiency [1,2]. Enhanced permeance at no or little sacrifice
of selectivity is a long-standing goal in the development of advanced
membranes for higher separation efficiency [3–5]. Phase inversion is
the most frequently employed method to produce membranes for in-
dustrial applications [6]. However, precise control over the shape, size
and distribution of the porous structures in these membranes remains
challenging in this process, and the trade-off effect between permeance
and selectivity of these membranes still need to be overcome [7]. As a
result, the increase in permeance in these membranes is always dis-
counted by significant loss in selectivity [8,9]. Recently, some advanced
materials like graphene oxides (GOs), covalent organic frameworks
(COFs) and block copolymers (BCPs) have been explored to build
membranes with tailored pore structures, in which high permselec-
tivities can be achieved [10–12]. However, expensive raw materials and
complicated multistep procedures are typically required, limiting their
applicability and large-scale production. Moreover, in many cases the
stability and durability of these membranes are problematic as a result

of the inherent weakness of these build blocks or precursors of the
membranes [13,14]. Therefore, membranes with high permeances and
tight rejections derived from cheap and robust materials are highly
desired.

Owing to the low cost, chemical stability and easy synthesis, phe-
nolics hold great promise as an emerging raw material for separation
membranes [15,16]. However, phenolic membranes cannot be pre-
pared by the well-established membrane preparation methods (such as
the phase inversion method) due to its inherent fragile nature and
highly cross-linked structure [17]. Although the soft template strategy
provides possibilities for producing tailored mesoporous architectures,
phenolic membranes with well-designed pore structures have rarely
been reported [18,19]. A recent work showed that spin-coating solu-
tions of phenolic/BCP on polyacrylonitrile substrates produced robust
membranes with good separation capability for multivalent-anion salts
[20]. However, the existence of BCP in the formed membranes resulted
in the weakened thermal and chemical stabilities. Previously, we de-
veloped a pore-filling strategy to prepare robust mesoporous phenolic
membranes filled in the macropores of substrates, in which BCPs were
employed as the pore-forming agents and could be removed by acid
soaking [21]. The produced phenolic ultrafiltration membranes
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delivered excellent selectivities as they were endowed with a mole-
cular-weight-cut-off (MWCO) of ~2350 Da and can maintain good se-
lectivities in acids and organic solvents [22]. Unfortunately, the nano-
porous phenolics possessed a symmetric structure with sub-10 nm pores
distributed throughout the entire filling depth of the phenolics, posing
high mass transfer resistance and hence low fluxes in separations. By
constructing gradient porous nanostructures with pore size increasing
across the membrane thickness, we recently fabricated self-supporting
phenolic membranes with unprecedented high permeances [23]. The
gradient membranes may also be regarded as one type of Janus mem-
branes as they possess different porous properties on the top and
bottom surfaces [24,25]. However, their mechanical stability was still
an issue because these membranes suffered from the rapid declining
fluxes at low pressures because of the compaction. To the best of our
knowledge, phenolic membranes simultaneously having high per-
meances and good mechanical stability remain unexplored.

Herein, inspired by the good mechanical stability of pore-filled
membranes and the high permeances of gradient structure, we fill the
gradient phenolics in the macroporous substrates and expect to produce
robust membranes with high permeances. Phenolic nanoparticles (NPs)
and nanopores with increasing sizes from a few nanometers to hundreds
of nanometers across the membrane thickness are generated in the
macropores of substrates. The gradient nanostructures are endowed
with excellent separation performances while the macroporous sub-
strates give good mechanical robustness to the membranes. Moreover,
such prepared membranes are used to separate and concentrate gold
NPs dispersed in water, and they are demonstrated to efficiently dis-
criminate gold NPs with sizes down to 5 nm.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-block-poly(ethy-
lene oxide), commercially known as F127 (abbreviated as PEO106-
PPO70-PEO106, molecular weight (Mw) =12.6 kg/mol), lysozyme
(LZM, Mw = 14.3 kg/mol, lyophilized powder, ≥98.0%, SDS-PAGE)
and polyethylene glycols (PEGs, Mw = 0.6, 1.5, 4, 10, 20, 80 kg/mol)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ethanol (≥99.8%) and bovine
serum albumin (BSA, Mw = 67.0 kg/mol) were supplied by Aladdin.
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) microfiltration membranes with a
nominal pore diameter of 0.22 µm and a porosity of 70% in the form of
round coupons (diameter of 2.5 cm) were provided by Merck Millipore.

ZnCl2 (≥98.0%), phenol (≥99.0%), formaldehyde aqueous solution
(37.0–40.0%), HCl (36.0–38.0%), H2SO4 (95.0–98.0%), NaOH
(≥96.0%) and methyl orange (analytical reagent) were obtained from
local suppliers. The aqueous solution of polydispersed gold NPs (1 g/L)
with the size distribution of 5–30 nm was purchased from Shanghai
Huzheng Nanotechnology Co., Ltd. All chemicals were used as received.
Deionized water (conductivity: 8–20 µs/cm, Wahaha) was used in all
the tests.

2.2. Preparation of precursor solutions

The precursor solution used to fabricate gradient phenolic@PVDF
membranes contained resol, F127 and ZnCl2. Resol was synthesized by
a base-catalyzed polymerization reaction that was described in our
previous work [21]. Briefly, 1.05 g of 37 wt% formaldehyde were added
to the mixture of 0.61 g of phenol and 0.13 g of 20 wt% NaOH, followed
by stirring at 75 °C for 1 h. The solution was titrated to pH 7.0 with
0.6 mol/L HCl and further vacuum-dried at 45 °C for 15 h. The dried
sample was redissolved in 10 g of ethanol and NaCl precipitates were
removed using syringe filters (pore size of 0.2 µm), thus producing the
resol solution. After adding 0.67 g of F127 to the resol solution and
stirring at room temperature for 30min, we obtained a homogeneous
resol/F127 solution. 2.5 g of ZnCl2 were added to the resol/F127 so-
lution, producing the precursor solution after stirring in an ice bath for
10 h. The precursor solution was kept at 4 °C for storage and stirred in
an ice bath before use.

2.3. Fabrication of gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes

A certain volume of the precursor solution was dropped onto the
surface of PVDF substrates and the solution penetrated into the mac-
ropores of substrates instantly (Scheme 1a). The membranes filled with
the precursor solution were immediately heated at 100 °C for 6 h for the
evaporation of the solvent and the polymerization of resol (Scheme 1b).
Then the membranes were soaked in 55wt% H2SO4 at 100 °C for 2 h to
remove ZnCl2 and F127, producing phenolic@PVDF membranes with
gradient nanostructures (Scheme 1c). The produced phenolic@PVDF
membranes are denoted as “PM-x”, where x represents the dosage of the
precursor solution and is defined as the volume of the precursor solu-
tion divided by the surface area of the PVDF substrate. The specific
dosages of the precursor solutions used in the preparation of mem-
branes denoted as PM-25, -30, -35 and -40 are listed in Table S1.

Scheme 1. Illustration of the fabrication process of the gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes. (a) The precursor solution is dropped onto the surface of PVDF
substrates. (b, d) Fast solvent evaporation and resol polymerization at high temperature. (c, e) The produced gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes after H2SO4

soaking.
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2.4. Characterizations

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was measured on a
Nicolet 8700 infrared spectrometer at the attenuated total reflection
(ATR) mode to determine the chemical composition of the membranes.
Thermal gravimetric (TG) analysis was performed on a Netzsch STA
409PC thermal analyzer in the temperature range of 20–800 °C with a
heating rate of 10 °C/min in nitrogen to detect the removal of F127 and
ZnCl2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S4800) was per-
formed at the voltage of 5 kV to investigate membrane morphologies.
Before SEM characterizations, the samples were sputter-coated with a
thin layer of Pt/Pd to enhance the conductivity. Atomic force micro-
scope (AFM, Park Systems XE-100) at the tapping mode was used to
characterize the surface morphology and roughness of the phenolic@
PVDF membranes.

2.5. Separation performances

The permeances and rejection rates of the gradient phenolic@PVDF
membranes were tested using a stirred filtration cell (Amicon 8010,
Millipore) with a working volume of 10mL and an effective membrane
area of 4.1 cm2 under the pressure of 0.4 bar and the stirring rate of
1000 rpm. BSA and LZM dissolved in the phosphate buffer solution (pH
= 7.4) at a concentration of 0.5 g/L and were employed as the feed
solutions for rejection tests. The volumes of feed and filtrate solutions
were 10mL and 5mL, respectively. Concentrations of the BSA and LZM
solutions were measured via ultraviolet (UV) absorbance with a UV–vis
absorption spectrometer (NanoDrop 2000c, Thermo). In all filtration
tests, five membrane samples were taken for testing and the average
values were reported. Aqueous solutions of PEGs (Mw = 0.6, 1.5, 4, 10,
20, 80 kg/mol) at a concentration of 1.0 g/L for each component were
used to determine the MWCOs of the gradient phenolic@PVDF mem-
branes. Concentrations of the PEG solutions were analyzed by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC, Waters 1515). The pressure re-
sistance tests were carried out by measuring the fluxes of the gradient
phenolic@PVDF membranes under elevated pressures in the range of
0.4–12.0 bar.

2.6. Separation/concentration of gold nanoparticles

The gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes were used to separate/
concentrate gold NPs with sizes ranging from 5 to 30 nm. The aqueous
solutions of gold NPs were diluted to a concentration of 50mg/L and
used as the feeds. 10 mL of the methyl orange solution with a con-
centration of 20mg/L were permeated through the membranes firstly,
making the membranes negatively charged to minimize the adsorption
of the gold NPs [26]. Afterwards, membranes were thoroughly washed
by permeating 20mL of water and then used for filtration of gold NPs.
The volumes of feed and filtrate solutions were 10mL and 5mL, re-
spectively. Concentrations of the gold solutions were measured with a
UV–vis absorption spectrometer (NanoDrop 2000c, Thermo). The size
distributions of gold NPs were determined by dynamic light scattering
(DLS, Nanoplus, Micromeritics). Transmission electron microscope
(TEM, Tecnai 12, Philips) was used to observe the sizes of the gold NPs.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Synthesis of gradient nanoporous phenolics inside PVDF substrates

FTIR spectra were firstly applied to monitor the compositional
changes of precursor inside the PVDF substrates before and after H2SO4

soaking (Fig. 1a). Membranes before H2SO4 soaking contain ZnCl2,
F127 and phenolics. ZnCl2 is highly hygroscopic, leading to a broad
peak at the wavenumber of 3360 cm−1 originated from the absorbed
water [27]. F127 was reported to give rise to a peak located at the
wavenumber of 1100 cm−1 as a result of the stretching of C-O-C [28].

However, this peak is shifted to 1050 cm−1 for membranes before
H2SO4 soaking due to the complexation interaction between F127 and
Zn2+ [29]. Moreover, phenolics is expected to show characteristic
peaks located at the wavenumber of 1600 cm−1 and 1650 cm−1 origi-
nated from the aromatic C=C and –C=O, respectively [30]. Instead, a
peak at the wavenumber of 1615 cm−1 is observed in the spectrum of
the membrane before H2SO4 soaking. This peak is possibly an overlap of
the enhanced peak at 1600 cm−1 due to the facilitated aromatization of
phenolics by ZnCl2, and the weakened peak at 1650 cm−1 due to the
deoxygenation effect of ZnCl2 [25]. After H2SO4 soaking, the over-
lapped peak disappears and the expected characteristic peaks of phe-
nolics show up. In addition, a weak peak at the wavenumber of
3360 cm−1 ascribed to the phenolic and aliphatic -OH is observed [17].
These results indicate that ZnCl2 is released whereas phenolics survive
after H2SO4 soaking. Moreover, the peak of C-O-C that should have
relocated at the wavenumber of 1100 cm−1 after ZnCl2 removal also
disappears, indicating the removal of F127 after H2SO4 soaking. No-
tably, the peaks located at the wavenumbers of 1400, 1180 and
880 cm−1 are assigned to the deformation vibration of C-H, the
stretching vibration of CF2 and C-C framework, respectively [31]. These
peaks remain intact after H2SO4 soaking, confirming that PVDF sub-
strates survive the treatment of rigorous acid and are able to provide a
robust host to accommodate the porous phenolics.

The release of ZnCl2 and F127 after H2SO4 soaking was further
confirmed by TG analysis (Fig. 1b). A significant weight loss of 14.9%
within 200 °C is observed from the TG curve of the membranes before
H2SO4 soaking. This weight loss is assigned to the evaporation of water
absorbed by ZnCl2. After H2SO4 soaking, a slight decrease of 2.6%
within 200 °C is observed. This slight weight loss is due to the eva-
poration of water produced by polymerization of phenolics rather than
the water absorbed by ZnCl2, indicating the removal of ZnCl2 [28].
Membranes before H2SO4 soaking exhibit a weight loss of 33.0% in the
range of 340–430 °C which is induced by the decomposition of F127
[22]. However, a slight decrease of 3.6% in this range is observed from
the TG curve of the membranes after H2SO4 soaking, indicating that
most F127 is removed. All the above results are in accordance with the
FTIR results and show that F127 and ZnCl2 are removed, producing
porous phenolic@PVDF membranes.

3.2. Gradient nanostructures of phenolics inside PVDF substrates

We firstly investigated the filling of precursor inside PVDF sub-
strates by SEM. As shown in Fig. S1, the macropores on the surface of
PVDF substrates are fully occupied by the precursor. The filled pre-
cursor is compact and nonporous (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b–d reveal that the
macropores inside PVDF substrates within the filling depth of ~50 µm
are fully filled and defect-free. In contrast, some unfilled macropores
are observed at the filling depth> 50 µm (Fig. 2e, f). Notably, some
discernible NPs with increased sizes along membrane profiles are ob-
served at the filling depth of 2 µm, indicating the formation of phenolic
NPs after solvent evaporation (Fig. S2).

After H2SO4 soaking, small phenolic NPs are observed on the
membrane surface (Fig. 3a). These small phenolic NPs are densely
packed, thus producing very small pores. By contrast, large phenolic
NPs with sizes> 300 nm are clearly seen on the bottom surface (Fig.
S3). Fig. 3b–e unambiguously disclose the gradient porosity and gra-
dient frameworks constructed by phenolic NPs with increasing sizes
across the membrane thickness. The size of phenolic NPs is rapidly
increased from a few nanometers to ~40 nm within the filling depth of
1 µm (Fig. 3b, f). Larger phenolic NPs with sizes of ~170, 210 and
335 nm are observed at the filling depth of 10, 20 and 50 µm, respec-
tively (Fig. 3c–f). Gradient pores with pore size increasing from a few
nanometers to ~280 nm is simultaneously produced. All these results
confirm the well-developed gradient nanostructures of phenolics inside
PVDF substrates.

The gradient nanostructures of phenolics were produced by fast
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solvent evaporation at high temperature under hypersaline conditions
[25]. ZnCl2 serving as a dehydrant can greatly facilitate the thermal-
polymerization of resol at high temperature [30]. Nucleation and
growth of resol occurred during fast evaporation process of solvents,
leading to the formation of phenolic NPs with increasing sizes from the
surface to the bottom (Scheme 1d). Phenolic NPs were stabilized by
ZnCl2 and F127, thus avoiding aggregation during the further curing
process [30]. Ultimately, F127 and ZnCl2 can be removed by the hot
H2SO4 solution, producing gradient porous nanostructures across the
membrane thickness (Scheme 1e) [32].

The well-defined gradient nanostructures can be obtained in a sui-
table range of the precursor solution dosage. Lower dosages of the
precursor solution led to incomplete filling of macropores of PVDF
substrates and phenolic NPs can hardly be observed (Fig. S4a); higher
dosages of the precursor solution resulted in an excess phenolic layer
with a thickness of> 30 µm on the surface, thereby hindering the fil-
tration performances of the membranes (Fig. S4b). Membranes fabri-
cated with a precursor solution dosage of 25–40 μL/cm2 exhibited well-
defined gradient nanostructures (Fig. S5). Fig. 4 shows the surface
morphologies of the gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes fabricated
with the precursor dosage of 25–40 μL/cm2. Some gaps between PVDF
skeletons and phenolics appear in cases of the PM-25 and the PM-30,
whereas there is no gaps for the PM-35 and the PM-40. The formation of

gaps is related to the filling of precursor solutions in PVDF substrates
[33,34]. For the dosage of 25 and 30 μL/cm2, precursor solutions
completely penetrated into the macropores of substrates. With the
evaporation of solvent, the volume of the precursor solution reduced,
leading to the formation of gaps (Fig. S6a). Notably, the surface of gaps
is also composed of densely packed phenolic NPs and no defect is ob-
served. For the dosage of 35 and 40 μL/cm2, thin excess phenolic layers
were formed on the surface of substrates, resulting in the continuous
and gap-free surface morphologies (Fig. S6b).

3.3. Performances of gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes

Because of the well-defined gradient nanostructure and very small
pores on the membrane surface, the obtained phenolic@PVDF mem-
branes are expected to show high permeances and tight rejections. We
firstly tested the water permeances of the gradient phenolic@PVDF
membranes fabricated with the precursor dosage of 25–40 μL/cm2

(Fig. 5a). The PM-25 and the PM-30 show high permeances of 1910 and
1315 L/(m2 h bar), respectively. With the increasing of the dosage, the
permeance is decreased to 815 L/(m2 h bar) for the PM-35 and 462 L/
(m2 h bar) for the PM-40. BSA (Mw = 67.0 kg/mol) and LZM (Mw =
14.3 kg/mol) were further used to evaluate the rejection rates of the
gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes [35]. Here we note that during

Fig. 1. Compositional characterizations of the phenolic@PVDF membranes before and after H2SO4 soaking. (a) FTIR spectra. The peak located at the wavenumber of
1180 cm−1 is utilized to normalize the spectra. (b) TG curves.

Fig. 2. SEM images of the PM-40 before H2SO4 soaking. (a) Surface morphology; (b) cross-sectional morphology and (c–f) corresponding enlarged morphologies at
different filling depths. The unfilled macropores are highlighted with white circles in (e) and (f).
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rejection tests, the membrane permeance is stable. Besides, the BSA or
LZM in the feed is basically equal to that in the filtrate plus that in the
retentate. This result indicates a low protein adsorption of the mem-
branes. As shown in Fig. 5a, the rejection rate of the PM-25 to BSA is
43%. With the increasing of the precursor dosage, the rejection rates to
BSA are greatly improved to 91%, 97% and 98% for the PM-30, -35, and
-40, respectively. In addition, the rejection rate to LZM shows a simi-
larly increasing tendency from 32% to 71%, 81% and 91% for the PM-
25, -30, -35 and -40, respectively. The high permeances of the mem-
branes are due to the well-developed gradient nanostructures, and the
decrease in permeance is due to the elimination of gaps and the in-
creased thickness of phenolic layer on membrane surface. The gaps

provide extra available channels for water to permeate through the
membranes, leading to the ultra-high permeance of the PM-25. How-
ever, some larger nanopores may appear on the surface of gaps which is
composed of phenolic NPs with increasing sizes, leading to reduced
rejection rates to proteins. With increasing precursor dosage, the gaps
on membrane surface gradually disappear and the gap-free phenolic
layers eventually form on membrane surface. Therefore, the per-
meances of the membranes are gradually decreased. Meanwhile, the
increased rejections to proteins are due to the densely packed small
phenolic NPs and small nanopores on membrane surface. We further
tested the rejection rates of the PM-40 to PEGs with different Mw. As
illustrated in Fig. 5b, the rejection rates of the PM-40 to PEG molecules

Fig. 3. SEM images of the PM-40 after H2SO4 soaking. (a) Surface morphology; (b–e) cross-sectional morphologies at the filling depth of (b) 1 µm, (c) 10 µm, (d)
20 µm and (e) 50 µm. (f) Statistical chart of phenolic NP size and pore size at different filling depths.

Fig. 4. Surface SEM images of (a) the PM-25, (b) the PM-30, (c) the PM-35 and (d) the PM-40.
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with Mw of 0.6, 1.5, 4, 10, 20 and 80 kg/mol are 1.9%, 19.3%, 61.4%,
84.3%, 96.2% and 100%, respectively. Correspondingly, the MWCO of
the PM-40 is determined to be 14.6 kg/mol. This result agrees well with
the rejection rate to LZM (Mw = 14.3 kg/mol) according to the defi-
nition of the MWCO [36].

We compared the separation performances of the gradient phe-
nolic@PVDF membranes with membranes having similar rejection rates
prepared by other methods. As summarized in Table 1, our membranes
are found to exhibit much better performances. For example, phe-
nolic@PVDF membranes with a high rejection rate to BSA of 91% ex-
hibit a permeance 2–11 times higher than that of GO-based membranes
with a similar rejection rate [37,38]. Moreover, in the case of a similar
rejection rate to LZM of 33%, our membranes achieve a permeance 9
times higher than that of poly (L-lactic acid) membranes [39]. These
results indicate the high-permeance property of the gradient phenolic@
PVDF membranes, which is especially significant if we consider that the
phenolics are low-cost and the gradient porosity is produced by a re-
latively easy process.

We characterized the mechanical property of the gradient phe-
nolic@PVDF membranes by testing the fluxes under pressures ranging

from 0.4 to12.0 bar. Fig. 6 reveals that there is a linear relationship
between fluxes and pressures in the range of 0.4–9.0 bar, revealing that
compaction occurs during filtration tests. Pressures higher than 9.0 bar
lead to increased fluxes at reduced amplitude, indicating that the gra-
dient phenolic nanostructures are gradually compacted. However,
phenolic@PVDF membranes are robust enough to withstand a pressure
as high as at least 12.0 bar without any fracture benefiting from the
interlaced structures of phenolics and substrates. The interactions be-
tween phenolics and PVDF substrates were considered to come from the
physical anchoring effect. This good mechanical stability can promise a
long working life, easy maintenance and excellent separation efficiency
during the pressure-driven ultrafiltration processes.

3.4. Separation/concentration of gold NPs

As we discussed above, the separation performances of the gradient
phenolic@PVDF membranes can be easily adjusted by tuning precursor
dosages, which will facilitate the design and adaptability of the mem-
branes in a variety of applications. We firstly applied PM-30 to separate
polydispersed gold NPs (Fig. 7). DLS recognizes the size distributions of
gold NPs, which is narrowed from 5 to 30 nm in the feed to 5–13 nm in
the filtrate (Fig. 7a). TEM images of gold NPs in the feed and filtrate are
shown in Fig. 7c, d, respectively. Moreover, a numerically statistical
bar chart with Gauss fit according to the TEM images describes the size
distribution of gold NPs, which are in good agreement with the TEM
results (Fig. 7b). These results unambiguously demonstrate that gold
NPs with sizes smaller than 13 nm can permeate through the mem-
branes while the larger ones are blocked.

Considering that higher precursor dosages resulted in membranes
with higher rejections, we used PM-35 to concentrate gold NPs with
size of 5–30 nm (Fig. 8). As shown in Fig. 8a, the feed solution of the
gold NPs is pink, and its UV–vis spectrum displays a peak centered at

Fig. 5. Separation performances of the gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes prepared with different precursor dosages. (a) Permeances and rejection rates to BSA
and LZM. (b) Rejection rates of the PM-40 to PEGs with different Mw.

Table 1
Comparison of separation performances of the gradient phenolic@PVDF
membranes in this work with other membranes.

Membrane Permeance/L/
(m2 h bar)

Protein Rejection
rate/%

Reference

Silver@MXene 420 BSA 100 [40]
aPES MMM 306.7 BSA 97.6 [41]
Fe3O4/GO-PVDF 595.4 BSA 92.0 [37]
Janus GO-polysulfone 115.3 BSA 92 [38]
bPEI grafted TM-PES 72 BSA 91.4 [42]
PVDF/cMWCNTs 620 BSA 89 [43]
dSWCNT-PANi 1367.5 BSA 28 [44]
ePS-b-P4VP 217 LZM 97 [45]
Calcium alginate

hydrogel
18 LZM 96 [46]

Poly (L-lactic acid) 225 LZM 33 [39]
Phenolic@PVDF 462 BSA 98 This work

LZM 91
815 BSA 97

LZM 81
1315 BSA 91

LZM 71
1910 BSA 43

LZM 32

a PES MMM, polyethersulfone mixed matrix membrane.
b PEI grafted TM-PES, poly(ethylenimine) grafted tetra-methyl poly-

ethersulfone.
c MWCNTs, multi-walled carbon nanotubes.
d SWCNT-PANi, single-walled carbon nanotube-polyaniline.
e PS-b-P4VP, polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine).

Fig. 6. The change of fluxes with pressures for PM-40.
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the wavelength of 530 nm [47]. Meanwhile, the filtrate is colorless and
its peak at 530 nm disappears. The retentate shows a pink color darker
than the feed, and the peak at 530 nm shows a doubled intensity. These
results indicate that gold NPs are completely intercepted and adsorp-
tion of gold NPs barely happens. Moreover, DLS reveals that no signal
can be gathered in the filtrate (Fig. 8b), which agrees with the above
results. Therefore, the gradient phenolic@PVDF membranes are highly
efficient in the concentration of NPs with sizes down to 5 nm.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrate the fabrication of phenolic@PVDF membranes via
filling phenolics with gradient nanostructures into macroporous sub-
strates and their applications in ultrafiltration. Resol is used as the
precursor of phenolics to construct the gradient frameworks composed
of phenolic NPs with increasing sizes across the membrane thickness.
After acid soaking to remove F127 and ZnCl2, gradient nanopores are
produced. Small phenolic NPs are densely packed on membrane sur-
face, producing small nanopores. Membranes thereby show a high
permeance up to 1315 L/(m2 h bar), tight rejections to BSA of 91% and

to LZM of 71%, which are superior to other membranes. Because of the
interlaced structures of phenolics and substrates, membranes possess
good mechanical stability under the pressure of at least 12.0 bar.
Separation and concentration of gold NPs with sizes of 5–30 nm are
realized using thus prepared phenolic@PVDF membranes. This work
provides a simple strategy to design novel gradient nanostructural
membranes from cheap raw materials possessing high permeances,
tight rejections and good mechanical stability.
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Fig. 7. Separation of gold NPs using PM-30. (a) Size distributions of gold NPs in the feed and filtrate tested by DLS. (b) Statistical histogram and Gauss fits (the dashed
lines) of size distributions of gold NPs based on their TEM images in the (c) feed and (d) filtrate, respectively.

Fig. 8. Concentration of gold NPs using PM-35. (a) UV–vis spectra and optical photographs of the feed, filtrate and retentate. (b) Size distributions of gold NPs tested
by DLS.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the
online version at doi:10.1016/j.memsci.2019.01.035.
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